Demolition Ceremonies For Two-Block Area Will Be Held Feb. 5

Land Will Be Future Site of New Dorms For Women Students Attending Univ.

SANDHURST UNSUNG HERO

Bucknell, who is 67, was the manager of the Sandhurst Unsung Hero Recognition Award which is sponsored by the Sandhurst Alumni Association.

Orrory Will Be Moved After Full Restoration

by Richard D. Segal

One of the University's most beautiful buildings, the 1876-1878 Orrory, which now stands in the Library vestibule, is to be given a new display location beside the Library proper.

EightyPercentReply To Housing Survey

Prior to Deadline

The Housing Department, University Housing Survey, asked the students whether they wanted a new student center, an increase in housing facilities, or a dormitory on the campus. Over 80% of the students in the survey replied.

NewSpaceClothing Discussed on TV

The latest in outer apparel is to prepare man for space travel will be the subject of the "Space Concepts" program, which will be shown Sunday at 2 p.m. on Channel 2.

Twelve Men Are Elected to News, Business Staffs

Twenty Men Are Elected To News, Business Staffs

Steve M. Stiles has been elected the editor of the Daily Pennsylvanian, Kenneth W. Woben, editor-in-chief, announced yesterday. Nineteen men have also been elected as business staff, including Dr. Williams, professor of English. The business executives in the News, Business Staffs.

Winter Aggression Against USSR Disclaimed by MacMillan

by The United Press

London, Jan. 16—Prime Minister Harold Macmillan said his nation will never take part in, or condone, aggression against Russia. He made the statements yesterday against evidence of good faith.

Dulles Urges Peaceful Control of Space

A Dulles statement to the effect that Russia has stated to President Eisenhower's bid for peaceful control of space, was published in the New York Times yesterday. Dulles urged a round a conference on a peace treaty.

Jupiter-C Thought Ready for Launching

by The Associated Press

Wallops Island, Va. (AP) — The U.S. Air Force announced today that the Jupiter-C rocket, thought ready for launching, has been completed and is ready for test flights. The rocket will be launched from Cape Canaveral, Fla., this week.

Critics of Peaceful Control of Space

by The Associated Press

Washington, D.C. (AP) — Critics of the U.S. Air Force's bid for peaceful control of space have expressed doubts about the project. Critics believe that the U.S. is no longer the leader in peaceful control of space.

Finances: A Further Look at the Budget

by The New York Times

The U.S. government's fiscal year ended yesterday, and the budget for the current fiscal year is $23,318,099,000. The budget for the current year is $23,318,099,000.

The budget for the current year is $23,318,099,000.
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The exams will be held in the same room as the class meets. Notice is respectfully announced by the Instructor.

WHERINGTON SCHOOL OF FINANCE AND COMMERCE

FINALE EXAMINATION SCHEDULE


KEY TO ROOMS: L.R.—Lewis Hall; W.—Deutch Hall, West; E.—Deutch Hall, East; C.H.—College Hall

Accounting
1 Jan. 30—11:1—L.R.-17, 18
2 Jan. 30—9:45—W.-13
3 Jan. 30—8:45—W.-12
4 Jan. 30—8:45—W.-11
5 Jan. 30—7:45—L.R.-17, 18
6 Jan. 29—11:1—L.R.-17, 18
7 Jan. 29—10:30—L.R.-17, 18
8 Jan. 29—9:45—W.-13
9 Jan. 29—8:45—W.-12
10 Jan. 29—8:45—W.-11
11 Jan. 29—7:45—L.R.-17, 18
12 Jan. 28—11:1—L.R.-17, 18
13 Jan. 28—10:30—L.R.-17, 18
14 Jan. 28—9:45—W.-13
15 Jan. 28—8:45—W.-12
16 Jan. 28—7:45—L.R.-17, 18
17 Jan. 27—11:1—L.R.-17, 18
18 Jan. 27—10:30—L.R.-17, 18
19 Jan. 27—9:45—W.-13
20 Jan. 27—8:45—W.-12
21 Jan. 27—7:45—L.R.-17, 18
22 Jan. 26—11:1—L.R.-17, 18
23 Jan. 26—10:30—L.R.-17, 18
24 Jan. 26—9:45—W.-13
25 Jan. 26—8:45—W.-12
26 Jan. 26—7:45—L.R.-17, 18
27 Jan. 25—11:1—L.R.-17, 18
28 Jan. 25—10:30—L.R.-17, 18
29 Jan. 25—9:45—W.-13
30 Jan. 25—8:45—W.-12
31 Jan. 25—7:45—L.R.-17, 18

ECONOMICS

1 Jan. 29—11:1—L.R.-17, 18
2 Jan. 29—9:45—W.-13
3 Jan. 29—8:45—W.-12
4 Jan. 29—8:45—W.-11
5 Jan. 29—7:45—L.R.-17, 18
6 Jan. 28—11:1—L.R.-17, 18
7 Jan. 28—10:30—L.R.-17, 18
8 Jan. 28—9:45—W.-13
9 Jan. 28—8:45—W.-12
10 Jan. 28—7:45—L.R.-17, 18
11 Jan. 27—11:1—L.R.-17, 18
12 Jan. 27—10:30—L.R.-17, 18
13 Jan. 27—9:45—W.-13
14 Jan. 27—8:45—W.-12
15 Jan. 27—7:45—L.R.-17, 18
16 Jan. 26—11:1—L.R.-17, 18
17 Jan. 26—10:30—L.R.-17, 18
18 Jan. 26—9:45—W.-13
19 Jan. 26—8:45—W.-12
20 Jan. 26—7:45—L.R.-17, 18
21 Jan. 25—11:1—L.R.-17, 18
22 Jan. 25—10:30—L.R.-17, 18
23 Jan. 25—9:45—W.-13
24 Jan. 25—8:45—W.-12
25 Jan. 25—7:45—L.R.-17, 18
26 Jan. 24—11:1—L.R.-17, 18
27 Jan. 24—10:30—L.R.-17, 18
28 Jan. 24—9:45—W.-13
29 Jan. 24—8:45—W.-12
30 Jan. 24—7:45—L.R.-17, 18
31 Jan. 23—11:1—L.R.-17, 18
32 Jan. 23—10:30—L.R.-17, 18
33 Jan. 23—9:45—W.-13
34 Jan. 23—8:45—W.-12
35 Jan. 23—7:45—L.R.-17, 18

INDUSTRY

1 Jan. 24—11:1—L.R.-17, 18
2 Jan. 24—9:45—W.-13
3 Jan. 24—8:45—W.-12
4 Jan. 24—7:45—L.R.-17, 18
5 Jan. 23—11:1—L.R.-17, 18
6 Jan. 23—9:45—W.-13
7 Jan. 23—8:45—W.-12
8 Jan. 23—7:45—L.R.-17, 18
9 Jan. 22—11:1—L.R.-17, 18
10 Jan. 22—9:45—W.-13
11 Jan. 22—8:45—W.-12
12 Jan. 22—7:45—L.R.-17, 18

FINANCE

1 Jan. 25—11:1—L.R.-17, 18
2 Jan. 25—9:45—W.-13
3 Jan. 25—9:45—W.-12
4 Jan. 25—8:45—W.-11
5 Jan. 25—8:45—W.-10
6 Jan. 24—9:45—W.-9
7 Jan. 24—9:45—W.-8
8 Jan. 24—9:45—W.-7
9 Jan. 24—9:45—W.-6
10 Jan. 24—9:45—W.-5
11 Jan. 24—9:45—W.-4
12 Jan. 23—9:45—W.-3
13 Jan. 23—9:45—W.-2
14 Jan. 23—9:45—W.-1
15 Jan. 22—9:45—W.-1
16 Jan. 22—9:45—W.-2
17 Jan. 21—9:45—W.-3
18 Jan. 21—9:45—W.-4
19 Jan. 21—9:45—W.-5
20 Jan. 21—9:45—W.-6
21 Jan. 20—9:45—W.-7
22 Jan. 20—9:45—W.-8
23 Jan. 20—9:45—W.-9
24 Jan. 20—9:45—W.-10
25 Jan. 20—9:45—W.-11
26 Jan. 20—9:45—W.-12
27 Jan. 19—9:45—W.-13
28 Jan. 19—9:45—W.-14
29 Jan. 19—9:45—W.-15
30 Jan. 19—9:45—W.-16
31 Jan. 19—9:45—W.-17

Visit SHOYER'S famous old-time Restaurant. Since 1876
FIND OUT what it's like to be with IBM

IBM

campus interviews for 1958 graduates with
B.A., B.S., M.A., M.S., Ph.D. DEGREES

February 5

If your interest is in: Sales

and degree or major is:

Business Administration

Accounting • Administration • Management • Auditing

Applied Science

Physics • Mathematics • Engineering

Engineering Research and Development

Physics • Mechanical • Electrical • Engineering Physics • Mathematics

Manufacturing

Industrial • Electrical • Mechanical • Mathematics • Physics

Contact your college placement office for an appointment today

SOME FACTS ABOUT IBM

The growth of the company has been spectacular since its inception in 1914. This has been especially true in recent years, as business, industry, science and government have turned increasingly to automation through electronic computers.

IBM provides many opportunities for advancement to well-qualified college graduates. IBM company policies and practices lay a firm groundwork for rewarding, enjoyable and secure careers.

At IBM, for example, individual merit is quickly recognized by increased responsibility and remuneration. Through "small-team" projects system ... cordial employee-management relations ... excellent financial records ... outstanding company-paid benefits ... the potential exists for well-established careers. IBM-sponsored educational and training programs are among the most advanced in the American business world today.

IBM laboratories and manufacturing facilities are located in Endicott, Kogelton, Deorge, Poughkeepsie, Yorktown, N. Y.; San Jose, Calif.; Lexington, Ky.; and Rochester, Minn. Sales and service offices in 195 principal cities throughout the United States.

IBM Corp.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION

IBM

Corporation

230 S. 15th Street
Philadelphia 2, Pa.
Wrestlers, Fencers Host Cornell Tomorrow

Strong Big Red Defends Ivy Title; heavy weight Traendly in Big Test

Penn State's undefeated heavyweight, Frank Trandely, is expected to be sent flying yesterday when he tangles with the Big Red's Nick Toliver in the 220-pound weight division.

The match will not only be Trandely's first test of the season, but also the first for Toliver.

Penn State, on the other hand, is expected to be the favorite in the match, having defeated Cornell in the Ivy title.

Fencers, Kishman celebrates, ten years of fencing

Joe Kishman, one of the most successful fencers in the nation, is celebrating his tenth season this year.

Kishman, who has accumulated numerous victories over the years, is expected to lead his team to victory in tomorrow's match.

Varsity Swimmers Face Navy Squad

The Quaker swimming team travels to Annapolis tomorrow to face a powerful Navy squad.

In search of their third win of the season, the Quakers will have their hands full with the well-seasoned Navy sailors.

Committee on the team's previous meeting against Villanova this past Saturday.

The Red and Blue have a good shot at victory, but the Quakers are not taking the meet lightly.

The Red and Blue have a good shot at victory, but the Quakers are not taking the meet lightly.

In the initial meet, the 100-yard medley relay, the Quakers got a solid lead in the first 100 yards, but the Navy's second and third legs were too fast, giving the Navy a victory.

The Red and Blue have a good shot at victory, but the Quakers are not taking the meet lightly.

Penny's homecoming junior varsity basketball team under the coaching of Joe Kishman is expected to be the favorite in the meet.

Penny's homecoming junior varsity basketball team under the coaching of Joe Kishman is expected to be the favorite in the meet.

“Join the boys help me celebrate by beating Cornell on Saturday,” stated Larry Cizer, on the eve of his tenth anniversary as coach of Pennsylvania's fencing team.

A win would give the Quakers a commanding position of first place in the Ivy League, a position they currently share with the Big Red, each squad boasting League records of 1-6. The winner of this match will come out the University Place and the defending champions Columbia.

The Quakers are fresh from a convincing 21-4 victory over Johns Hopkins while Cornell has won its only match of the season, a 1-6 decision over Harvard.

Cizer will open the match with a strong performance on Loop hours along with Princeton and the defending champion Columbia.

This season, Joe Trenchard, Jim Leiberman and Tom Bauffe will start in full, with Johnny Lott, Natting Cizer and Moe Keys in reserve.

Trenchard is the leading scorer on the squad with a perfect 5-0 slate. Leiberman and Bauffe have each won with eight victories.

Cornell's full four will be led by co-captain Bill Cotter, who made the second all-Ivy team last season and was on the 1957 intercollegiate Championship all team.

Facing cornell will be Joe Cizer, and Bill Rossberg.

In reserve, Cornell will have Bob Holloway, Rand Sabec and Tom Yacker.

Captains Joe Cizerne, Ed Parmeck and Bill Robinson probably will get the ball for the Quakers in the middle, with Penny and Larry Cizer also available for action.

Economists Robinson and Parmeck have the best records for the Red and Blue this division. Robinson has lost only one bout in five decisions, while Parmeck has lost only one bout in seven decisions.

Cornell's sabre fencers lack experience with only one scoring lieutenant, Harry Cover. The other two for Cornell on the Big Red will probably be split.
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Cornell's sabre fencers lack experience with only one scoring lieutenant, Harry Cover. The other two for Cornell on the Big Red will probably be split.
Crippled Trackmen Compete In Philadelphia Inquirer Meet

A crippled band of Quaker trackmen set out last week in the Philadelphia Inquirer Meet for the 1893 campaign in the Franklin Field, Pennsylvania. January 24, at Convention Hall. The 12 and 8 miles is also entered in the Washington Evening Star Games on January 25th and the Boston A. A. Games on February 2nd. Two of Penn's best oarsmen, George Kautzmann and Andy Wiltsehe, will win the Inquirers' meet and, a third, co-captain (c) Perry, may go up to par because of a recent ankle injury. Kautzmann, from Evergreen, New Jersey, General Hospital, with elephants. The openly hostile turn against the Inquirer Games as he was scheduled to anchor the Quakers in the mile relay and run a leg in the one-mile relay.

Wool is suffering from a serious wool price pull, and has been able to practice but a few times this winter. Wool is, of course, the top hurdle and high jumpers in the Ivy League. After holding off with Wool, and then a few weeks later, Danil is behind in his practice schedule. Penn's men are slipping on the Franklin Field today during the holiday recess and the lids appointments in their practice ses.

Coach "Doc" Mossman said that a change is expected in the individual running events, such as the 880 and 440.

Freshman Cagers Bow To Explorers, 93-89

All were on at Quaker Hill McDonald driving in the Levitt shorts before the last game of Levitt, the Explorers' George Bell (I), Tony Walsh (II) and Bob Horlick (III) and Penn's Steve Greenfield. Penn lost, 83-89.

Freshman Cagers Bow To Explorers, 93-89

Penn's freshman basketball team's high flight and end-handled a tallied Levitt coalition last night for one half, and then dropped to a tail that was a very early dump in the second frame and bowed to the Explorers, 93-89.

The yearlings, to travel to New York tomorrow to clash with an unbeaten Columbia freshman five. Bob Horlick scored in 27 points in the second half for Levitt to cap a 20-point performance to the Explorers to their eighth win of the season, the second over Penn. They're 0-7, 0-7. Penn's record is now 4-1.

The Quakers kept in the lead for most of the touch-and-go first frame, dropped behind in the last seven, and left the court with a two-point deficit. The game at 0-7, 0-7 was over.

Early in the second half for the Quakers, three things happened. First, they were able to hit the field goal, in eight and six points, and then dropped to a tall that was a very early dump in the second frame and bowed to the Explorers, 93-89.
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